Seaford Park Primary School is proud to present our
Pupil Of The MONTH

PREP A – Javier D - always trying his best and smiling all day long.

PREP B - Aiyana R - being a friendly and helpful member of the grade.

1/2A - Kalani K - making an excellent start to year one and demonstrating persistence in all areas.

1/2B - Ella B - persistently completing all classroom activities and being a good friend to everyone in our class.

2/3A - Dakota L - being a hard working and dedicated student.

3/A - Jolie F - always finishing her work on time and helping out with odd jobs. Thank you.

5/6A - Noah L - great start he has made to the school year and the way he approaches all tasks in the classroom.

P.E - Charlotte D - excellent participation during the Netball Victoria Clinic.

MUSIC - Nicholas H - wonderful job listening to and following instructions when playing the rhythm sticks.

ART - Alyssa S - trying hard to always produce her best work and being a great helper in the art room.

SCIENCE - 5/6A - excellent teamwork in the science room solving our ‘balloon rocker’ challenge.

AUSSIE OF THE MONTH - Noah L

Well Done!